
Proposal Manager         ___________________ Name of Agency            ____________________

Office Location              ___________________ Solicitation #                 ____________________

Business Unit                 ___________________ Estimated Total Value   ____________________

Estimated Proposal Cost   _________________ Per Year Value              ____________________

Go/No-Go Proposal Decision-Making Tool 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1.Are you known by the client?      

2.Is this the first you heard of 

procurement?

3.What is our overall technical 

capability/position?

4.Can we provide proof of 

qualified staff?

5.Are subcontractors needed?    

6.What is the financial potential?

7.Can we respond with a 

complete, compelling proposal?

8.Who are our competitors?

9.Is project within our geographic 

region?

10.What is our pricing 

competitiveness?

Bid Factors

Bid Factor Scoring Scale

Negative Neutral Top 

Competitor

Positive
Estimated Score 

Unknown to this client Known to client, but not 

fully cultivated

Well-developed working 

relationship; previous contracts

Our 

Company

Did not expect RFP; 

unprepared

Generally up-to-date; no 

major negatives 

Known 3-12 months; good 

favorable, confirmed intelligence

Not qualified; weak 

relevant experience

Capable; understand 

problem; experienced

Can meet/exceed every 

requirement; technically superior

Limited in-house staff 

available

Good in-house staff 

available

Best in-house staff available

Competitor is strongly 

favored or UNKNOWN

Poor geographic 

presence/experience

Unclear understanding of 

problem/project needs; 

limited response 

Reasonable & competi-   

tive; reasonable risks

Good long term; 

Must cut corners; cost 

share; risky

Open competition with no 

strong favorite

Good geographic 

presence/experience

Yes, but will dilute 

position

Yes, but will have little or 

no effect 

Yes, and will enhance overall 

proposal

Marginal long term; no 

Understand problems, 

project & client needs; 

can respond

Excellent long term; excellent 

Can meet/exceed all 

requirements; have compelling 

story; know hot buttons

Maximum potential score (number of factors evaluated above times 10)

Decision (Total score should be about 75+% of maximum score for a "Go" decision, or better than the top competitor.) _______Go ________No Go

We are strongly favored over 

competition; incumbent

Strong geographic presence and 

experience

Honest, credible price within 

known limits; acceptable risks

Total score of factors evaluated
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10 Insights about How Proposal Evaluators Operate 

What turns them on … and off 

1. Reading a lot of proposals can be real drudgery, so reviewers skim, 
looking for relevant information and evidence of strength.  

2. Since there usually is only one awardee, reviewers look for reasons to 
reject proposals.  This also means they have fewer to review thoroughly.  

3. Reviewers want to read about clear, concise solutions to their problem.  
4. They focus on:  

• The Executive Summary – short but complete. 
• The Technical Approach – a unique, yet not risky, approach. 
• Resumes of Key Personnel – relevant to the work to be performed. 
• Corporate Experience – completed work of similar size and scope. 

5. They understand that the other parts of your proposal are there to satisfy 
aspects of compliance, and they expect you to understand that. 

6. Reviewers laugh out loud at trite statements and unsupported claims. 
7. They appreciate proposals that provide: 

• What the RFP requests, nothing more or less. 
• Clear and concise descriptions of your solution or approach.  
• Evidence that your key personnel will get the job done.  
• Assurances that your firm has the relevant experience to deliver the 

solution and handle the tasks.  
8. Reviewers assume that someone who prepares a poor proposal will do a 

poor job. 
9. They regard a winning proposal to be one that is well-organized, clear, 

and no longer than necessary.  
10. Reviewers know that they must have – as a result of reviewing your 

proposal – confidence in your ability to get the job done. 
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10 Proposal Writing Tips 
 

Good writing reflects straightforward thinking.                                                                   
A good writer is organized, and states one idea per paragraph,                                          

with each sentence related to the one before and after. 
 
 

1. Make your point first … and then explain it. 
 

2. Be efficient with words.  Convey more thoughts with fewer words. 
 

3. Everyone needs an editor. Have the editor check each tip given here. 
 

4. Create a proposal outline from the RFP’s instructions and organization.   
 

5. Support your facts with statistics and reasons.  
 

6. Use graphics, but sparingly.  Any graphic you use should emphasize a point. 
 

7. Use simple and short declarative sentences.   Avoid trite claims like “world class,” 
“best of breed,” “exceptionally,” “uniquely” – especially if you can’t prove it! 

 
8. Avoid overblown statements:  “Collectively, the experience of the company’s staff 

exceed ‘x’ person years.”  
 

9. Use “we”, “us” and “our” in simple, declarative sentences.  (“We will deliver ‘X’ by 
[date].”) 

 
10. Use simple language appropriate to the reader. Write to express, not impress. 

 
 

Assume your proposal is the 20th proposal being read at 11 pm.                                                   
Then, assume that you’re evaluating all 20 proposals.                                                         

What would you like the 20th proposal to look like? 
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